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Jane Wandel 

The Dog Lady KY 

www.thedogladyky.com 

jane@thedogladyky.com 

502.553.3870 

 

If interested in the services provided by The Dog Lady KY please fill out the below information and 

return to me.  

 

I do hereby waive and release Jane Wandel from any and all liabilities of any nature for the actions of 

walking my dog. 

 

Jane Wandel is not held liable for any damage or destruction that occurs from walking the dog.  

 

I acknowledge I am responsible for medical expenses and damages resulting from an injury to Jane 

Wandel or other person or animal caused by my dog.   

 
It is the Owners responsibility to make sure all of their pet(s) are current on their vaccinations. 

 

Jane Wandel is also authorized to seek any medical care if deemed necessary with release from all 

liabilities related to transportation, treatment and expenses, and is authorized to approve medical and/or 

emergency treatment (excluding euthanasia) as recommended by a veterinarian. Client agrees to 

reimburse Jane Wandel for any expenses incurred attending to this need. 

 

Jane Wandel agrees to provide all services in kind, humane, reliable and trustworthy manner. Client 

agrees to notify Jane Wandel of any concerns within 24 hours of their return. In case of an emergency, 

inclement weather or a natural disaster I authorize Jane Wandel to use their reasonable judgment for the 

care and wellbeing of my pet(s) and/or house.  

 

Owner is to notify Jane Wandel if anyone else has keys or access to Owner’s property other than Jane 

Wandel during the time Jane Wandel is caring for Owner’s home and pet(s). Jane Wandel cannot be held 

liable for damage done to home and pet(s) by others with such access. In addition, Jane Wandel shall not 

be held liable for damage done by pet to either the interior or exterior of home when Jane Wandel is not 

there.  

 

This signed document gives Jane Wandel authorization to enter the client’s home to perform the 

necessary service.   

 

I understand that by signing this waiver and release, I expressly and willingly agree to assume complete 

responsibility for any risk of injury, personal property damage, pet loss/theft, or death that may arise 

while Jane Wandel is watching my pet(s). I agree to hold Jane Wandel harmless against all claims, suits 

or actions of any kind whatsoever for liability or damages to my property. 

 

I understand that Jane Wandel can terminate this contract if my pet becomes a threat to the safety or 

health of Jane Wandel or the community due to aggressive behavior.  

 

 

 

 

___________________________________________  ___________________________ 

Clients Signature      Date 
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